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Dear Reviewer,

Thank you for your comments and suggestions. We have taken them into account in the
revised manuscript.

In this document, you will find changes made in response to your comments

Best regards,

Roland BENOIT et al.

1/Reviewer 3

Comments: This is a review of “On the formation of highly oxidized pollutants by
autoxidation of terpenes under low temperature combustion conditions: the case of
limonene and α- pinene” by Benoit et al., submitted to ACP. This is an interesting paper
that blends the atmospheric chemistry and combustion communities. Specifically, this
work has implications for low-temperature combustion of monoterpenes, as would occur
during smoldering wildfire conditions.

Answer:

We thank the reviewer for his comments and suggestions which we tried to address in the
revision

2/Reviewer 3

Comments: That being said, it would’ve been nice if the authors could more strongly
detail that link. For example, in Table 2 the comparisons are all with papers that look at
ozonolysis of monoterpenes, and there is not much comparison or discussion on what is
seen during wildfire sampling

Answer:

One of the difficulties of this study was to select usable databases. We studied and cited



the literature on forest fires or biomass burning (Smith et al 2009; Hatch et al. 2019;
Gilman et al. 2015). A new bibliographic reference was added: Schneider et al., ACS Earth
Space Chem. 2022, 10.1021/acsearthspacechem.2c00017.

There is not much comparison or discussion of what is seen during forest fire sampling
because field experiments are not appropriate for the present investigation as a strict
distinction on the origins of the chemical compounds observed cannot be assessed.

We propose this modification line 47: But, field experiments are not appropriate for the
present investigation because a strict distinction on the origins of the chemical compounds
observed cannot be assessed. For example, literature works and reviews (Hu et al., Int
Journal of Wildland fire, 2018, 27, 10.1071/WF17084; Popovicheva et al., Aerosol and
Atmos Chemistry, 2019, 19, 10.4209/aaqr.2018.08.0302; Prichard et al.; Int Journal of
Wildland fire, 2020, 10.1071/WF19066) present field measurements from smoldering fires
which couldn’t be used here. Our combustion database will be added to the Supplements
to allow the scientific community which works on this topic to exploit our results.

Specific Comments:

3/Reviewer 3

Comments: Line 43: reference needed for fires getting more frequent and intense

Answer:

Reference added: Burke et al., PNAS, 2021, The changing risk and burden of wildfire in
the United States, 10.1073/pnas.2011048118

4/Reviewer 3

Comments: Line 146: when were samples analyzed? I.e., what was the shortest time
they were in the freezer, if it all? Couldn’t there be prompt degradation, followed by no
further degradation from the shortest analysis time up to the one month maximum?

Answer:

The shortest time is a few minutes, without freezer storage. For the samples stored in the
freezer, we observed a decrease in the intensity of recorded MS signal over time, mainly
after thirty days. This decrease varies from 10% to 30%. Nevertheless, we could not
observe significant impact on these results, since no quantification could be carried out.

5/Reviewer 3

Comments: Line 161: “I” should be “It”?

Answer: corrected

6/Reviewer 3

Comments: Line 162: was this utilized as the background? Could be nice to add an SI
figure of this mass spectrum for proof.

Answer: The spectrum of the reference limonene was not used as background. To
address this point, a comparison of the mass spectra of reference and oxidized limonene is
added to the Supplements.



7/Reviewer 3

Comments: Line 175: “combustion-specific” isn’t appropriate here, since your argument
is that combustion generates similar products as oxidation. Maybe “combustion-relevant”?

Answer:

"Combustion-relevant' is indeed more appropriate. This is corrected

8/Reviewer 3

Comments: Line 189: how many/ what percentage of your identified peaks had odd
numbers of hydrogens? I would think this would be an insignificant amount?

Answer:

There are very few, a few dozen out of several thousand peaks detected. We attribute
these chemical formulae with an odd number of hydrogens to radicals that should not be
detected with our Orbitrap.

9/Reviewer 3

Comments: Line 197: this sentence could be re-written to be clearer. “low temperature
should be optimal”—do you mean efficient? Because you’re not talking about quantity of
-OOH, but rather yields? I think also “even if the conversion…” should be “even though the
conversion”, because you already stated only 1% is oxidized (on line 139)?

Answer:

The sentence is corrected - line 197: Under these conditions, the formation of peroxides
by autoxidation at low temperature should be efficient (Belhadj et al., 2021c), even
though the conversion of the fuels remains moderate.

10/Reviewer 3

Comments: Line 203: how are you getting relative concentrations for every molecule?
Shouldn’t this be reported in relative signal, unless you’ve calibrated for every peak?

Answer:

Indeed, only the intensity of the peaks (relative intensity) is considered and there are no
relative concentrations due to lack of standards for MS calibration.



11/Reviewer 3

Comments: Line 204: does “highest mass peak” mean the molecule at the highest mass
ie molecular weight, or the molecule with the highest measured mass ie concentration?

Answer:

This has already been indicated on line 167. We removed the sentence and edit Line 167
by replacing “highest mass peak” by “highest MS signal”

12/Reviewer 3

Comments: Line 215-216: I don’t think this wording is strictly correct, and would reword
to something more like “i.e. using both polarities captures between 30-50% more
molecular species”.

And the next sentence to something closer to “utilizing both polarities is helpful in
identifying a larger quantity of species”. It’s nearly certain that even utilizing two
instruments and two polarities you won’t be capturing all the molecular species. For
example, Isaacman-VanWertz et al. (2018, Nature Chemistry,
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41557-018-0002-2) were not able to achieve carbon
closure for the entirety of their experimental time, even with numerous instruments.

Answer:

The sentence is corrected - line 215: For a given ionization source, ~ 50% of the chemical
formulae are common to both polarities, i.e., using both polarities captures between
30-50% more molecular species (since some of them are ionized under a single mode (+
or ‒) depending on their chemical structure). Utilizing both polarities is helpful in
identifying a larger quantity of species. The HESI source data were compared to the APCI
data (Supplement, Tables S1 and S2), showing an increased number of chemical formulae
detected by 20 to 30%.

13/Reviewer 3

Comments: Line 226: I assume you’re implying because the hydroxyl groups are
sticky/make the molecule lower volatility. I suggest stating this explicitly.

Answer:

The sentence is corrected - line 224-225 In addition to these observations, we noted that
HESI is more appropriate for studying products with a large number of unsaturation (DBE
> 5), probably related to the increase in the number of hydroperoxide and carboxyl
groups along with heated source favor vaporization of low volatility compounds.

14/Reviewer 3

Comments: Line 229: should “tight” be “tied” and maybe “functions” should be
“functionality” or “functional groups”?

Answer:

The sentence was corrected - line 229: The most appropriate ionization polarity to be used
is tied to functional groups present in products to be detected

15/Reviewer 3



Comments: Line 243: I don’t think this definitively shows that the terpenes are ring
opened, and would use less conclusive language, like “formulas obtained suggest that the
oxidation of..”

Answer:

indeed the word “suggest” is more appropriate: corrected

16/Reviewer 3

Comments: Line 246-249: do you expect this to be the same, or has this previously been
observed, for b-pinene which also has an exocyclic double bond? Could it instead be
because limonene has two double bonds, versus only 1 in a-pinene?

Answer:

In the literature, the reactivity of limonene is discussed in terms of exo- versus endo-
double bond and in terms of multiple double bond in the case of limonene versus α-pinene
which has a single double bond (Pospisilova et al, Sci. Adv. 2020,
10.1126/sciadv.aax8922; Kundu et al. Chem. Phys, 2012, 10.5194/acp-12-5523-2012).
The presence of two double bonds likely favors the formation of heavy oxygenated
products.

17/Reviewer 3

Comments: Line 255: it looks like the distribution is centered on 9 oxygen’s, not 11?

Answer:

the error was corrected

18/Reviewer 3

Comments: Figure 2A: the hashed colored circles for molecule classification are difficult
to differentiate. Suggest using 4 colors that are more different.

Answer:

The figure 2A has been modified for more visibility.



19/Reviewer 3

Comments: Figure 2B: The meaning of the arrows is confusing, is autoxidation only
indicated across the few dots that each arrow touches? Are the even number and odd
number of oxygen arrows supposed to be indicating the different slopes of behavior or just
the individual dots they touch? It’s also not clear why there are multiple colors for the
autoxidation arrows?

Answer:

Autoxidation is represented for a few points. This is an illustration of the possible chemical
reaction pathways for two oxygen parities. The curved arrows indicate only the individual
points they touch. Figure 2b has been modified with only two colours. The two initial
arrows characterise the early stages of oxidation from limonene.



20/Reviewer 3

Comments: Line 304: can you quantify “enough chemical products”? It’s not clear how
and why you picked these 15 studies out of the truly immense number of a-pinene
oxidation studies. Why were only ozonolysis studies (line 310) chosen?

Answer:

The literature on this subject is very extensive indeed. Our choice was driven by the
choice of databases and the potential existence of autoxidation mechanisms. The
ozonolysis of terpenes and more particularly of alpha pine and limonene are among the
most documented studies with recent descriptions of autoxidation mechanisms, associated
with databases.

21/Reviewer 3

Comments: Line 329: a reference for limonene having more accretion products would be
helpful, or just a reference to Figure 1.

Answer:

A bibliographic reference was added line 329: Jokinen et al. Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2014,
10.1002/anie.201408566

22/Reviewer 3

Comments:

Figures 4 & 5: the purpose of the binary numbers is not clear. These numbers also come
up in section 4.3.2. There’s a short sentence in the figure 4 caption, but more elaboration
in the main text is probably needed.

Answer:



Clarifications have been made to the nomenclature of the Venn diagrams in the legend
(Fig. a): Each digit indicates a study, the value of the digit characterises the presence
(value 1) or absence (0) of the study in the result. e.g.: 23 chemical formulae (0101) (fig.
4a) are common to the studies of Deng et al; (0001) and Meusinger et al. (0100)

23/Reviewer 3

Comments: Lines 399 & 406: “analyzes” should be “analysis”

Answer: Corrected

24/Reviewer 3

Comments: Section 4.3.2: this section on HPLC doesn’t feel fully fleshed out. It’s
description in the methods section also feels like an after-thought. This may want to be
moved to the SI, or expanded upon.

Answer:

The paragraph has been completely rewritten with more details on the objectives. We
propose this modification line 398:

4.3.2 Identification of common isomers.

We identified a set of chemical formulae common to both atmospheric and combustion
chemistries and suggested that this might result from an autoxidation mechanism. We
identified several chemical formulae within this dataset that differ by two oxygen atoms on
the same skeleton. Focusing on the early stages of limonene oxidation, there are several
sequential two-oxygen additions to the chemical formulae C10H16O2 and C10H16O3 with the
two oxygen parities described in Figure 3. Tables 3 present the identified chemical
formulae with information on the Venn index. The index for combustion is the rightmost
(xxxx1). 

Tableau 3. Sequential additions of two oxygens to the chemical formulae C10H16O2 and
C10H16O3 present in the common set of 78 chemical formulae

This result of sequential additions of two oxygens is also observed for other chemical
formulae of this common dataset. Therefore, it questions the possibility that these two
atmospheric and combustion chemistries develop autoxidation mechanisms with common
isomers.

In order to verify this possibility, considering the differences between limonene and α-
pinene, we analyzed by UHPLC-HRMS the chemical compounds C10H16O2 for limonene and
C10H16O3 for a-pinene in the samples from the combustion experiments. For limonene and
α-pinene, considering the availability of standards from suppliers, we selected



limonoaldehyde and pinonic acid, respectively. These two isomers of C10H16O2 and
C10H16O3 are among the most frequently reported products in atmospheric chemistry
studies (Table 4). Our study shows same retention times for these standards and isomers
detected in combustion samples (Fig S4). This result is more evident for limonoaldehyde
(11.5 min) than for acid pinonic (3.9 min). In addition, we detected the presence of -OH
or -OOH groups by H/D exchange with D2O for these two chemical formulae.
Unfortunately, coelution did not fully allow exploiting MS/MS fragmentation carried out on
the two chemical formulae, and to formally identify the two compounds. There is still a lot
of characterization work to be done, but the hypothesis of common isomeric products
formed through an autoxidation mechanism operating in atmospheric and low-
temperature combustion conditions seems to be confirmed.
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